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Elizabeth E Mayne MD, FRCPath, FRCP
Chairman of the Medical Staff Committee.
Royal Victoria Hospital
Two very special days in the life and history of the
Royal Victoria Hospital, Belfast, are nearing
conclusion. Attheendofsuch aBicentenary Scientific
Meeting, it may seem that "all has been said". Indeed
the best of modem medicine has been presented by
past and present members of staff and by our
distinguished guests. The audience has been informed,
educated and entertained by the excellence of the
presentations.
Looking forward to the Millennium, perhaps it is now
appropriate to reflect on the future of medicine in
general and the National Health Service in particular.
The latter will celebrate 50 years of existence next
year. The main areas of concern are finance,
education, research and development. The present
funding is woefully inadequate. The U.K. spends less
per capita on its Health Service than many countries
worldwide. The introduction ofPFI has only partially
solvedoldproblems andmayhavemerely creatednew
ones. It is to be hoped that the Government will soon
seek more substantial methods for funding our
National Health Service.
Educational issues are of paramount importance.
Today, graduate doctors and nurses emerge from
training as more technologically competent and
scientifically aware than ever before. It is to be hoped
that this achievement does not endanger the best
practice in medicine and nursing and that individuals
do not lose the qualities of compassion and caring.
Clearly it is the duty of all engaged in teaching to
prevent "the art" being subsumed by "the science".
The explosion of technology and the ever-changing
advances in therapeutics presents the problem of
allocation. Who should receive 'fivestar' treatment? It
has been said that we should maintain clear ethical
views regarding such decisions. This is difficult.
Within my own specialty, namely caring for patients
with haemophilia, the cost of the treatment can be
exorbitant. If such a patient is bleeding and an
expensive remedy exists, who is to decide whether to
give or withhold that treatment? It is relatively easy to
take the decision sitting in an office at a desk but not
easy when one is at the patient's bedside and he is
overtly bleeding. Whilst wrestling with such
problems, it should be borne in mind that many
countries do not have, as Kipling would say, even the
bare necessities ofa Health Service to which we have
become accustomed. Recognition of such problems
could induce despondency and/or depression.
However, looking back more than 200 years, when
one recalls the achievements ofour forebearers, I feel
that our future is secure and we should remain
optimistic.
In conclusion, I wish to refer to a letter received from
ourmost seniorretired surgeon, namely Sir lan Fraser.
Lasteveninghe senthis congratulations onthe success
of the Waterfront Hall meeting. In his hospital
practice, he was an individual who always knew what
exactly was going on. He has not changed. I believe
his diagnosis to be accurate. This meeting has been a
success and it is due to teamwork under the direction
of Professor J M Bridges, Chairman of the
Bicentenary Committee and of Dr Julian R Johnston
and his Scientific Committee. I would like to extend
my thanks to them, to all the staff in the Waterfront
Hall and to you all for coming.
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